
Guide to new performance measure tables 
 

Measure Brief description of each performance measure 

ADC quartile 

This is taken from our Housemark subscription.  The number in bold and a background colour displays which quartile 
our last submission places us in, with Quartile 1 (green colour) being the top performing position and Quartile 4 (red 
colour) being the lowest performing position. 
 
Also in this box is the figure we provided in our last submission that determined the quartile position 

Upper quartile This shows what figure we’d need to achieve to get into quartile 1 (based on last submission information) and is also 
the current target for this measure. 

Previous 
performance 

This is our previous performance data – usually the total value for a quarter but for some measures this is the value at 
the end of the period 

Current 
performance 

This is our most recent performance data – usually the total value for a quarter but for some measures this is the value 
at the end of the period 

Direction 

Will show red or green arrows in an upward or downward direction to show the difference between our current and 
previous performance. 
 
The direction of the arrow shows whether the current performance figure is higher or lower than previously, the colour 
indicates whether that direction is positive or negative. 

RAYG status 
Red, Amber Yellow, and Green colours to show which quartile our latest performance figure would put us in, if we 
compared current performance against last Housemark submission information 
 
For the Homeless and Housing Need table, the colour relates to the Vision target 

Trendline Visual display of the recent trajectory of each measure over the last 4-month period (where applicable) 

Data source Location of the measure.  Most measures will be data that we extract from a relevant housing system, some come 
from survey data and others from Housemark or government tables 

 


